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Abstract

A great amount of research has been performed in self-field
Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thruster research during the past decade. In

contrast to previous years, activity in the theoretical and modelling areas
have increased. This paper will review the developments in the theory of
self-field MPD thrusters, concentrating mainly on one-dimensional and

quasi one-dimensional theories, for which exact or approximate solutions
can be obtained.

Nomenclature a Ionization fraction
Ei Ionization potential

a Frozen speed of sound TH Heavy particle viscosity
B Magnetic induction
Ce  Mean thermal speed of electrons K Ratio of magnetic induction at inlet to

the magnetic induction at the choking
CH Mean thermal speed of heavy particles point
E Electric field 9o permeability of free space
h Enthalpy per unit mass p Mass density
H Channel height Y Electrical conductivity
j Current density
J Total current i Subscript denoting inlet quantity
k Boltzmann's constant e Subscript denoting exit quantity
L Channel length

m Mass flow rate Superscript denoting quantity evaluated

mA Atomic mass at the sonic or choking point

me Electron mass I. Introduction

ne Electron or charged particle number
ensty During the past ten years, there has been a

S Pressure great deal of activity in self-field

QAA Total momentum transfer cross section magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thruster

A research. This paper will attempt to
for atom-atom collisions summarize the developments in the theory of

qA Total momentum transfer cross section these thrusters and compare theory to

for ion-atom collisions available experiments. Models are now

qi Total momentum transfer cross section capable of predicting I-V curves from first

for ion-ion collisions principles. The conditions under which

T Temperature electrodes erode are beginning to be

Te Electron temperature understood. Quantitative prediction of the

e destructive "onset" phenomenon also appears
Th Thrust to be possible now.
TH Heacy particle temperature

u Axial component of velocity Early work in the field of MPD thrusters

W Channel width has been summarized by Jahn[1]. The

x Coordinate along channel technology of MPD thrusters has been
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recently reviewed by Myers et al[2]. This II. Flow Models
review will concentrate on developments in
the theory of MPD thrusters. As two While the flow in an MPD thruster may be
dimensional models are still in their early complex, there is one simple feature: the
stages of development, emphasis will be magnetic body force is the strongest force
given to quasi-one-dimensional models and operating on the fluid. From this starting
their implications for thruster performance point, useful information can be derived. The
and future thruster design. magnitude of the magnetic body force depends

only on the current distribution and not
Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters directly on the fluid properties. By assuming

use electric and magnetic fields to current profiles and integrating the body
accelerate a plasma to high speeds, commonly force over the flow volume, the thrust, Th,
20 to 45 km/s. This acceleration is achieved
by the action of jxB forces in a steady flow. can be eied f the current lines are radial
The magnetic field may be generated by the between a cylindrical cathode of radius rc
current itself, "self-field." Alternatively, and an anode of radius ra, as shown in Figure
the magnetic induction, B, may be externally 2a, the resulting thrust is:
applied. Self-field thrusters generally 2 (r

require instantaneous input powers of the Th = 4 l rc
n \

order of 1 MW. Applied field thrusters can
operate with powers as low as 100 kW. Over where J is the total current and po is the
the past ten years, research has concentrated permeability of free space. If the current is
on self-field thrusters and this review will carried by the conical section of the cathode
concentrate on this type. as shown in Figure 2b, the thrust is

determined from:
A sample configuration for a self-field P J2 3  l )

thruster is shown in Figure 1. The geometry Th = 4 + In - (2)
is axisymmetric. The propellant, typically a rc
rare gas and most often argon, is injected A remarkable feature of these equations is
through holes in the back plate. A current is that they do not depend on the path that the
drawn between the center cathode and outer current follows between the electrodes[1].
anode. The current induces an azimuthal
magnetic field. The resulting jxB force is Notice that the geometry in Figure 2b
largely axial, accelerating the propellant out produces a larger thrust for the same current
of the thruster. J than the geometry of Figure 2a. This does

not, however, mean that one geometry is more
Self-field thrusters tend to have higher efficient than the other. This level of theory

efficiencies as the current driving them cannot tell us the voltage required to drive
increases. Specific impulse also increases the current J or hence the electrical input
with current. This increase in performance power used to generate the thrust Th.
has a well-know limit: above a certain
current level, instabilities and erosion set in. The next level of theory considers one-
This is collectively called "onset" and the dimensional (or quasi one-dimensional) flow
current at which this happens is called the through the thruster. A thruster geometry
critical current or Onset current. Much which can be analyzed as one-dimensional is
theoretical effort has been devoted towards shown in Figure 3. This plane-parallel
explaining this phenomenon, and hence will geometry avoids radial variations in fields
also be discussed in this review, that occur when ra>>rc. The behavior is

otherwise analogous. For example, by
This paper is organized as follows. otherwise analogous. For example, byconservation of momentum, the thrust for

Early flow models are discussed in the next conservation of momentum, the thrust for

section, followed by a discussion of theories this geometry c  be found to be:

of Onset. Electrode and boundary layer T = oJ H
models are then discussed, followed by the h 2 W (3)
current status of analyses of electrode This equation is very similar in form to those
behavior under steady-state MPD operation, above. In fact, equation (3) can by derived

from equation (1) by identifying H=ra- rc and
W= 2 nrc and considering H small. Since the
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thrust Th is the product of the mass flow number of supersonic tlow. Since the
magnitude of the ohmic heating generally

rate, m, and the exhaust speed,ue, the above greatly exceeds the stagnation enthalpy of

equation also determines exhaust speed: the injected propellant, the flow is quickly
2 driven to Mach 1. In order to accelerate again

ue = (4) to supersonic speeds, the choking condition
e 2m W must still be met. The case of supersonic

For the case of an applied field thruster, propellant injection was extensively studied

the gas dynamics of the channel flow were by King[9].

first studied in 1958 by Sears and
Resler[3,4], Their study mapped the various King recognized that this model had

regions of operation including such important important implications for thruster design.

effects as MPD choking. Further discussion of This led to the development of the King

this theory can be found textbooks[5,6]. anode[8].

In the 1970's, attention shifted to self- To clarify the relationship between this

field thrusters. Self-field thrusters offered theory and earlier work, the equations (1)-

engineering simplicity by not requiring large (3), (4) for thrust can be derived from the

magnets. Inspired by a Ph.D. thesis by momentum equation given in Table I by

Martinache[7], King[8,9], developed a model of neglecting pressure.

self-field thrusters that could successfully
There is another restriction on the

compare to experiment. In King's model, the There is another restriction on thethruster is modeled as a one-dimensional electric field. From consideration of Ohm's
thruster is modeled as a one-dimensional conditions, it is

flow subjected to ohmic heating and the law under usual MPD thruster conditions, it is
flow subjected to ohmic heating and the found that the back-EMF must never exceed
magnetic body force (See Table I). the applied, electric field, E:

uB E (6)
To understand the flow, it is necessary

to know how the various phenomena affect This restriction does not replace the choking
to know how the various phenomena affect .

he ow's Mach number. This is summarized condition. Rather, it must be obeyed in

in Table II and is not always intuitive[10]. At addition to the choking condition equation

the inlet of a MPD thruster, ohmic heating is (5). This presents an interesting and

dominant and this drives the flow towards important issue. Let us combine the

the sonic point (M=1). As the flow speed inequality (6) with the choking condition:

increases, the magnetic body force becomes uB 5-a* B* (7)

increasingly important. Under exactly the
right condition, ohmic heating lifts the Mach Somewhere in the middle region of the

number to 1 and the magnetic body force then thruster, the product uB reaches a maximum.

drives the Mach number still higher. The This region is observed experimentally as a

condition under which this happens is called region of low current density. Let us call the

the choking condition, and a rigorous values of u and B at this point ur, and Bm ,

mathematical discussion of this condition respectively. Now, rewrite inequality (7) as:

can be found in Ref.[11]. For an ideal m 5a* (8)
monatomic gas, the choking condition is: 2 B

E = 5 a* B* (5) The magnetic induction at the choking point,
2 B*, is within 10% of the magnetic induction

where a is the speed of sound, E is the at the thruster inlet. The magnetic induction,
electric field, B is the magnetic induction and Bm, where the back-EMF is a maximum is
the superscript * indicates that these arethe superscript * indicates that these are usually 0.6 to 0.7 times the value at the inlet.
evaluated at the choking point. This condition Thus, their ratio can be approximated as 1.5.
must be satisfied or the flow cannot Substituting in this value:
accelerate from subsonic to supersonic um  3.75a* (9)
speeds. This generally happens far upstream

in the thruster as shown in Figure 1. The right-hand side above is fairly constant.
a* is determined by the temperature at the

One might naively assume that, if the flow choking point and plasma temperatures are

is introduced into the thruster known to vary little. The left-hand side

supersonically, then the choking condition varies strongly with current. From equation

would be irrelevant. This is generally not the (4), the exhaust speed scales as J2/m. Thus,

case. Immediately after the flow is injected, equation (9) appears to place a limit on J2 /m.
it is still subjected to strong ohmic heating. Let us estimate um as 2/3 of ue. Then
From Table II, ohmic heating lowers the Mach
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combining equation (4) with equation (9) field below the peak values that the
gives: equilibrium theory would allow. For a

2 o 2 H < 3.75a* monatomic gas with finite rate ionization,
3 2 W - 0) the choking condition is:

Rearranging this gives: E = 5a* B* + p a ei d(4)
S Wa 2 j m A dx = x*

m 1.25- (1 where a is the ionization fraction, ei is the

This equation expresses the restriction on ionization potential, mA is the atomic mass,

2/ m that comes from combining the choking and j* is the current density evaluated at the
condition, equation (5), with the limit on choking point. It is apparent that the
back-EMF, uB5E. The above derivations ionization rate at the choking point raises the
included several approximations. If the electric field above the value it would have
equations on Table I are solved exactly, the for an ideal monatomic gas. This allows the
result is: thruster to operate at higher J2 /m than the

52 W8 a* ideal gas theory would permit. How much
m 8.52H (12) higher depends on the ionization fraction and

r is io ic i ion temperature at the choking point. Towhere i is the ratio of the magnetic induction determine this currently requires a fullat the inlet to the magnetic induction at the numerical model. With such a model, it has
choking point. This typically has a value of been possible to quantitatively predict onset
about 1.1R9]. This explanation of onset first currents, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure
appeared in Ref[12]. 6[13].

It should be mentioned that the role of For simplicity, most of the models above
inlet flow conditions in altering the have assumed a one-temperature plasma. The
occurrence of back-EMF onset is contained plasmas in MPD thrusters are more accurately
entirely in the K factor. This quantity is described by two-temperatures. A fairly
restricted to a small range about 1.1. Inlet complete simulation of a two-temperature
conditions are extensively discussed in Ref. MPD thruster with ionizing argon has been

[9. performed by Richley[14]. The simulation
was capable of modeling fully unsteady flow.The above discussion was based on the A sample temperature profile is shown inideal gas choking condition, equation (5). For Figure 7.

quantitative results, non-ideal effects must
be considered, principally ionization. If one Shoji and Kimura have developed a theory
considers equilibrium flow, the choking of two-temperature flow in MPD
condition becomes: thrusters[15]. They also extended the model

E = p*- * B* (13) to include dissociating molecular gases and
Sperformed calculations on hydrogen. As for

The quantity in square brackets is 5/2 for an ionization, nonequilibrium dissociation alters
ideal monatomic gas. For equilibrium argon, the choking condition, raising the allowed
its value is shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that electric field. They restricted their study to
the equilibrium theory and ideal monatomic the region between choking and exit regions
gas theory agree only at low temperatures, and parametrically varied the conditions at
<5000K. For higher temperatures, the choking. For fixed thermodynamic conditions
equilibrium theory predicts much higher at the choking point and for fixed total
electric fields. These higher electric fields current, they varied the mass flow. They
would have the effect of delaying back-EMF numerically found a minimum mass flow, i.e.
onset to larger values of J2 /m . The maximum J2 /m , for which the thruster had a

magnitude of the increase in J2  can be finite length. This is exactly the behavior
estimated by replacincreag 5/2 in 2 /equation (7)be expected from the above discussion of back-
with the values given in Fig. 4 and then (7) EMF Onset and choking conditions. This is
continuing the values givation asFig. 4 and thenbefore the first calculation of this effect in a two-continuing the derivation as beforetemperature model.

Unfortunately, the equilibrium assumption Models of self-field MPD thrusters have
is not accurate. Real gases have finite greatly a dvanced over the past ten years. h a v e

ionization rates and this reduces the electric Beginning with imates for thrust,
eginning with simple estimates for thrust,
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models are now able to predict detailed reduce the random thermal current density,
temperature and speed distributions. The j thermal. At sufficiently high current, the
models described in this section have, required net current density may exceed the
however, been restricted to quasi one- random thermal current. Under this
dimensional flows. This limits, for example, condition, the anode sheath voltage drop is
their ability to describe flow in the Princeton expected to change signs and become positive
"benchmark" thrusters which have an anode in order to help draw more current. This
lip protruding into the flow. They have, effect is sometimes called anode mass
however, quantitatively described flows in starvation.
straight channel coaxial thrusters as well as
thrusters with the diverging King anode[8,9, This change in sign of the anode sheath
13]. More recent comparisons between this voltage drop was analyzed by Baksht,
quasi one-dimensional model and Moizhes, and Rybakov in 1974 using a simple
experimental results at Princeton on the quasi-one-dimensional model[17]. They took
Half-Scale Flared Anode Thruster (HSFAT) this change in sign as their onset criterion.
show excellent agreement as can be seen Several refinements to this model have been
from Fig. 8[16]. This suggests that quasi on- made by Heimerdinger[18]. Korsun considered
dimensional models may serve as very useful a similar mass starvation effect in a two
tools for design and optimization. dimensional model[19]. Hugel measured the

anode sheath voltage drop in a thruster and
found that onset was associated with the

III. More Theories of Onset change in sign[20].

The phenomenon of "onset" has attracted a The reason why a change in sign of the
great deal of experimental and theoretical anode sheath should cause onset was not
interest. Several theoretical explanations of clear because many discharges operate in a
onset have been advanced and more than one stable steady state with anode sheaths of
have experimental evidence to support them. both signs. Two hypotheses exist to explain
It may be possible that onset does not this. Kuriki and Onishi suggest that when the
represent a single phenomenon but several anode fall is positive, ions accelerated in the
phenomena which all occur at high current sheath may produce sputtering[21].
levels. The back-EMF theory of onset was Alternatively, Shubin found that anode mass
discussed above because it is an integral part starvation is associated not just with anode
of quasi-one-dimensional MPD flow theory. sheath reversal but also with plasma
Some of the other theories of onset will be instabilities[22]. He suggested that these
discussed here. instabilities may cause onset.

Several theories focus on plasma If onset were solely due to anode mass
conditions near the anode. Specifically, starvation, the experimental remedy would be
consider a plasma with electron density ne clear: inject more mass near the anode. This

and mean thermal speed Ce=(8kTe/men) 1 /2. in fact was done as part of a very detailed

The random thermal current density is set of onset experiments performed by

j thermaleneCe/4. If the net current density Barnett[23]. He found that, under some
conditions, onset was associated with

between the plasma and the anode is less instabilities near the anode. However, he
than Jthermal, an anode sheath forms with a also found that injecting mass near the anode
potential that discourages the flow of did not prevent the occurrence of onset.
electrons to the anode. This potential is a Rather, onset still occurred but was
negative voltage drop and is observed most of associated with instabilities in other regions
the time during low current operation of MPD of the thruster. He found that, by controlling
thrusters. For high current operation, several mass injection, he could cause the region of
effects combine to change this condition, instability to move around the thruster from
First, for high current operation the current anode to cathode. This appears to indicate
density is simply higher. Secondly, at high that, while anode mass starvation may be one
current, the flow is accelerated to higher onset mechanism, it is certainly not the only
speeds and hence lower densities. Thirdly, at onset mechanism.
higher currents, the Hall effect becomes
stronger and this tends to drive the plasma
from the anode towards the thruster
centerline. These latter two effects tend to

5
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IV. Electrode and Boundary Layer one moves radially toward the walls and
Models away from the core flow, the gas becomes

less ionized. This is because of wall-driven
A key issue in MPD thruster research has recombination reducing the number density of

been the electrode erosion rates and charged particles. In these wall-adjacent
mechanisms. Between the bulk plasma flow regions, the electron temperature tends to
and the wall, there is a fluid mechanical remain fairly constant, while the heavy
boundary layer and an electrostatic boundary particle (ions and neutrals) temperature
layer (sheath). These layers govern the decreases from the core flow value down to
plasma-electrode interactions, very nearly the wall or electrode

temperature. The decrease in ionization
Between the bulk plasma flow and the fraction as one approaches the walls causes

electrodes, there are thermal, viscous, and the viscosity to be determined by the ion-
electrostatic boundary layers. Modeling of neutral total momentum transfer cross
these layers is very important to both section (which is typically several orders of
thruster performance and life. They affect magnitude smaller than Qi i. Thus, the
performance because they determine the viscosity changes by orders of magnitude
viscous drag. They affect life because they going from the core to the walls. If the
determine plasma conditions adjacent to the ionization fraction in the near-wall regions
electrodes and hence influence electrode drops much below =0.05, then QAA dominates
operating temperatures and heat fluxes. the viscosity. Since MPD flows are less than

n the boundary layer, the flow speed fully ionized over much of the channel length,In the boundary layer, the flow speed they are also viscous.
changes from the free stream value to a
small value just above the electrode surface.
Several other plasma properties also change,
including ionization fraction, heavy particle V. Steady-State MPD Operation
temperature, and plasma density. Not all
these properties change monotonically. It is important to understand erosion and
Compressible boundary layer theory for lifetime issues in MPD thrusters. Because of
single-temperature fluids has been the high power required, most laboratory
summarized by Schlichting[24]. experiments on MPD thrusters have involved

operation for only a few milliseconds. In
It is only recently that a quantitative space, by contrast, it is likely that MPD

model of the MPD boundary layer has become thrusters will be operated in steady-state.
available[25]. This boundary layer analysis, The erosion and lifetime issues are very
the first such for an MPD thruster showed the different between these two modes.
important effects of ionization fraction on
viscosity, and hence on boundary layer When operated for a few milliseconds, the
growth. The following expression for plasma flow has time to reach steady-state.
viscosity can be derived from kinetic The electrodes, however, do not have time to
theory[25]: reach thermal steady-state. As a

1n = a 1-a 1 consequence, the erosion mechanism in pulsed
AH 9 i+(1-a)qA (l-a)Q+q A) ("quasi-steady") operation and steady-state

where CH is the mean thermal speed of the operation are very different.

heavy particles, a is the ionization fraction,
qA is the total momentum transfer cross Fo r t h e c o ld electrodes of quasi-steadySoperation, it is experimentally observed that,
section for ion-neutral collisions, QAA is the at high current levels, visible hot spots form
total momentum transfer cross section for on the electrode surfaces. These hot spots
neutral-neutral collisions, and Qii is the can be explained as thermal instabilities of

the plasma-electrode interaction. Theories
total momentum transfer cross section for t h e laa-electrode interaction. Theories

ion-ion collisions. In the core flow, i.e. away h a v e rec e n tly b e e n  developed to describe

from the walls, the plasma is nearly fully t h e s e effects[26-28]. The nature of these

ionized so that a is near 1. In this region, the instabilities differs between the cathode and
anode.

momentum transfer is determined primarily
the ion-ion collisions, as can be seen from

Sequation (16) by setting a-1. However, as
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area geometries. First, at high total
For the long life dema-aed of space- currents, current densities are highest near

worthy equipment, the erosion rates of spot- the inlet and exit regions while being
mode current conduction, >1lg/C, ae smallest in the middle region due to high
generally unacceptable. On hot cathodes, back-EMF. Second, thermal runaway
current can be emitted thermionically. This destabilizes the diffuse mode operation at
enables erosion rates to drop down to tne high current densities at the anode. The sameorder of 1 ng/C[29]. mechanism destabilizes the diffuse mode at

the cathode at low current densities. This
An important issue is the stability of means that portions of the anode near the

diffuse (thermionically) enmtt ng cathodes.
Two recent papers have alyed thermal exit, and portions of the cathode near the

Two recent papers have analyzed thermal
middle are particularly susceptible to

stability limits of diffuse mide operation of middle are particularly susceptible to
s and anos The limits h melting. Recent steady state experiments on

cathodes and anodes[26.2] The limits havebeen fund to be ver d' i fr the two straight coaxial thrusters at Stuttgart appear
been found to be very difrerit for the two. t cto corroborate this prediction[28].
Both stability limits invol/e thermionic r

emission and sheath theory
VI. Summary

On anodes, it is founc that areas of low
This review article has discussed

current density are gene-ally stable. In
recent developments in the theoretical

regions of high current density, a runaway recent developments in the theoretical

heating of the electrode i:an occur. The understanding of self-field MPD thrusters.

runaway is driven by thermionic emission. The focus has been primarily on one-

While thermionic emission ;s undesirable on dimensional, quasi one-dimensiona, and
partially two-dimensional models. Ongoingan anode, it happens ^^^^^ a; efforts in two and three dimensionalefforts in two and three dimensional

temperatures (e.g. 3000K) of steady-state
operation. While thermionic emission coolsmuations of steady MPD fow[3032] are

likely to extend our present understanding of
the anode, it has another indirect effect. The MPD flow dynamics and behavior. Electrode
more thermionic emission that there is, the processes are also begining to be understood,
more plasma current that must be drawn to and when fully coupled with flow models,
the electrode. The net effect is heating since should provide valuable insight in the design
the plasma electrons are much hotter (e.g. of experiments and interpretation of
10,000K) than the anode The result of experimental results.
heating the anode is still more thermionic
emission and then still more heating. The References
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Mass: pu = F = constant

M en B 2  . r
Momentum: P+Fu+- = constant

2"o Fig. 2: Idealized models with (a) uniform
radial current, and (b) current into conical

S Fu2 EB section, from refill.
Energy: Fh+- +- = constant

2 Po

State: h= h(P,p)

Ohm's Law: j = o(E-uB) cAoH
FLOW \-,

dB * l.l
Ampere's Law: - = j

dx 
L

r
Table I. Equations of motion for a
self-field one-temperature quasi-one- Fig. 3: One-dimensional thruster
dimensional MPD flow. geometry.

Phenomena Effect on Effect on
Mach number Mach number
in subsonic in supersonic
flow flow

Ohmic heating increases decreases 20
Accelerating decreases increases
body force
Friction increases decreases
Wall cooling decreases increases 15 EQbum
Endothermic decreases increases
reactions

* 10
Table II: Various phenomena cause the flow Mach number
to change toward or away from 1.

Injected Boundary Layers 5
Gas Ionizes Develop

o0 5000 10000 15000 20000

-- T (K]

S.-.- Fig. 4: The electric field determined by
- ------------.---- " the magnetogasdynamic choking condition,

S is plotted here against the temperature at
the choking point, for the two cases of

---,, -------- -

i--- - - - _ equilibrium and frozen flow (from ref.[121).

Flow Becorns Supernonc

Fig. 1: Sample configuration for a self-
field MPD thruster.
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Fig. 5: Electric field versus total current,
for a total mass flow of 3 g/s. The Fig. 7: Heavy particle and electronuppermost point on the solid curve is the temperatures in a 20 cm. long
theoretical Onset limit (from ref.[131). temperatures in a 20 cm. long MPDref.[14thruster, from ref.(14].
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Fig. 8: Comparison of thrust versus total0 5 5 20 25 30 current between quasi one-dimensional
model, two-dimensional axisymmetric

Total Current [kA] model, and experimental measurements for
the HSFAT thruster (from ref.[16]).

Fig. 6: Electric field versus total current.
for a total mass flow of 6 g/s. The
uppermost point on the solid curve is the
theoretical Onset limit (from ref.[13]).
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